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The president delivered his speech to
hundreds of media executives assem-
bled in the grand ballroom of New
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

"In time of war," the president ex-
plained, "the government and the press
have customarily joined in an effort,
based largely on self-discipline, to pre-
vent unauthorized disclosures to the en-
emy. In time of 'clear and present dan-
ger,' the courts have held that even the
privileged rights of the First
Amendment must yield to the public's
need for national security."

The president found himself with an
unprecedented foreign and military cri-
sis on his hands in the first year of his
presidency. He told the audience in
New York that our very "way of life is
under attack" by a shadow enemy
whose "preparations are concealed, not
published." America was confronting a
brutal network whose "mistakes are
buried, not headlined. Its dissenters are
silenced, not praised .... [N]o rumor is
printed, no secret is revealed."

This would be a long and costly war,
and the president asked the media to co-
operate with the administration during
the difficult times ahead. He called on
"every publisher, every editor, and
every newsman in the nation to reexam-
ine his own standards and to recognize
the nature of our country's peril...
which knows no precedent in history."

Is It in the National Interest?
Significantly, he called upon the na-
tion's media executives to ask them-
selves one important question when for-
mulating their news judgment:

"Every newspaper now asks itself,
with respect to every story: 'Is it news?'
All that I suggest is that *yvou add the ques-
tion: 'Is it in the national interest? 'I

The president: John F. Kennedy; the
year: 1961; the speech: delivered less
than 100 days after his famous inaugu-
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ral address when the trumpet of the
New Frontier had summoned us "to
bear the burden of a long twilight strug-
gle" and to "defend... freedom in its
hour of maximum danger.'"

Kennedy's speech to the American
Newspaper Publishers Association on
April 27, 1961, did not play well with
the press. Some publishers resented the
president's telling them how to run their
businesses. As the New York Times not-
ed, in times of clear and present danger,
"it is more essential than ever that peo-
ple be fully informed of the problems
and the perils." The New York Herald
Tribune echoed the theme: "In days of
peril especially, the country needs more
facts, not fewer."'

President Kennedy spoke at the
height of the Cold War, only a few days
after the bungled Bay of Pigs invasion
and in the wake of grim news of coin-
munist victories in Southeast Asia. But
he understood the newspaper business
better than most politicians. Kennedy
had served as a working journalist and
numbered among his closest friends
several Washington reporters, including
Ben Bradlee, who went on to challenge
claims of "national security" a decade
later by publishing the Pentagon Papers
in the Washington Post.4

Forty years have passed since
President Kennedy called upon the press
to engage in a certain measure of self-
censorship to protect the national inter-
est. America's foe in that long twilight
struggle, the Soviet Union and its specter
of international communism, collapsed a
decade ago. As events of the 1960s,
1970s and 1980s attest, America's emer-
gence as the world's premier superpower
in the 1990s did not happen as a result of
a timid press. Indeed, the United States
survived the crisis years of the Cold War
not by imitating its adversary's closed
society but by serving as a beacon of
freedom for all the world.

Yet today America finds itself fac-
ing a new shadow enemy whose de-
structive force became only too appar-
ent in the flames of the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon on September

11. 2001. In the immediate aftermath of
the attacks, Secretary of State Colin
Powell announced that the United
States was "at war" against terrorism.
President George W. Bush, without ex-
ercising much self-censorship, went so
far as to say that we had embarked on
"a crusade against evil."

Kennedy's suggestion that the media
consider whether a story is in the nation-
al interest merits careful consideration as
our country embarks on a worldwide
search to uproot evil. It is a que.1;tion that
should be asked before newsgathering
begins and before publication or broad-
cast commences. It is a question whose
answer may vary from story to story, and
where the consequences of miscalcula-
tion-a failure to report, or reporting too
much--could be catastrophic.

A Delicate Balance
Whether this be "war," a state of "emer-
gency," or simply a new and less inno-
cent phase of globalization, the time is
ripe for an assessment of the media's
ability to adapt to the demands of the
government's campaign against interna-
tional terrorism. One aspect of that
adaptation is the special imperative of
self-censorship in times of actual emer-
gency. Another is the need for journalis-
tic vigilance-aggressive investigative
reporting-during these same hours of
maximum peril. To be sure, these are
paradoxical times for the press as for all
of American society. They call for an
abundance of wisdom and courage and
for the recognition that democracy's tri-
umph in the years to come depends not
on absolutism-whether in matters of
First Amendment law or otherwise-
but on striking a delicate balance in our
lives between freedom and security.

Striking that balance two decades
ago, Justice William Brennan applied
the test of "logic and experience" to
open the doors of government and pro-
tect the First Amendment right of the
press and public to attend criminal tri-
als.' While this test has proven to be a
steady guide, never before have logic
and experience seemed so ill-equipped
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to battle the agents of global terrorism,
armed with suicide bombers and
weapons of mass destruction.

The events of September II, 2001,
place the tensions between war and free
speech in sharp relief. As Floyd
Abrams, the renowned First
Amendment lawyer, has recently writ-
ten: "My primary concern at this mo-
ment is terrorism. I am more concerned
that we will fail to take terrorism seri-
ously enough than that we will fail to
protect our liberties diligently enough."'

The story of television's adventures
in self-censorship in the wake of
September I I is well known. Within a
month of the attacks, the White House
called upon the five major television
news organizations to exercise more re-
straint in their coverage of the enemy.
After the five aired an unedited taped
message from Osama bin Laden,
National Security Adviser Condoleezza
Rice held a conference call with top ex-
ecutives of ABC News, CBS News,
NBC News and its subsidiary MSNBC;
the Cable News Network; and the Fox
News Channel.

According to Ari Fleischer, the White
House spokesman, Rice was primarily
concerned that bin Laden could be using
the broadcasts to send coded messages
to other terrorists. She also expressed
concern that the tapes would enable bin
Laden to disseminate propaganda in-
tended to stir hatred and possibly result
in the deaths of more Americans. In the
first weeks of this new administration's
efforts at crisis management, not unlike
President Kennedy after the Bay of Pigs
invasion, Fleischer warned reporters to
"be careful what you say."

Bin Laden Tape Decision
On October 10, 2001, all five major tel-
evision news organizations chose to not
air unedited videotaped statements from
bin Laden or his lieutenants and to re-
move language that the administration
considered inflammatory--or so it was
reported on October II. Speaking a
month later at the annual dinner of the
Libel Defense Resource Center, Walter
Isaacson, chairman and CEO of the
CNN News Group, emphasized that the
five TV news organizations had not
reached an "agreement' about publish-
ing such statements. Rather, they simply
decided "to seriously consider whether
to run such material."'

Isaacson's description of the October

10 decision seems perfectly in keeping
with President Kennedy's call for in-
cluding "national security" among the
many factors that go into the exercise of
news judgment. Indeed, given the gen-
uine risks to military and civilian lives in
times of war, journalists should elevate
the national interest to the top of their
list of considerations when deciding
whether to gather or publish the news.

From story to story, zeasonable
minds will differ on whether concerns
about national security militate in favor
of censorship. For example, after the
network news executives reached their
decision to "treat with care" stories that
the White House considers risky, CNN
and Fox News Channel broadcast only
brief segments of a twenty-minute
videotape of bin Laden speaking about
conflicts that he identified as predomi-
nantly Muslim versus Christian. In that
statement, bin Laden added Chechnya,
Bosnia, and other locales to his list of
international hotspots. Yet news an-
chors merely read quotations from bin
Laden or paraphrased versions of his re-
marks that editors regarded as newswor-
thy. Meanwhile, Al Jazeera, an Arab
satellite channel, broadcast the entire
tape, as well as a fifteen-minute re-
sponse in fluent Arabic from
Christopher Ross, former American am-
bassador to Syria and Algeria, who de-
nied bin Laden's accusations.

TV News Flubs First Test
To many minds, America's television
news leaders had not performed well in
this first major test of the network's
"treat with care" policy. "[Tihe people of
the Arab world received a more complete
picture of the charge and the response
than did most anyone in our country, the
citadel of a free press and free speech,"
wrote Robert H. Giles, curator of the
Nieman Foundation for Journalism at
Harvard University, in the New York
Times.4 Of bin Laden's taped perform-
ance, Giles asked: "Was he acting? Were
the attacks having an effect? Was he suc-
ceeding in the propaganda war?"

Answers to these questions would
have to wait or else come from Al
Jazeera viewers who had already seen
the tape. Had American broadcasters
overreacted to the national security ad-
viser's call for self-censorship? One can
only assume that the networks' decision
to edit the tape was premised on candid
conversations with the White House

about the national security implications
of the tape's broadcast. In fairness, one
can only conclude that the decision to
withhold large portions of the tape from
public view reflected the best judgment
of patriotic editors who, when they asked
"Is it news?," placed the national interest
at the top of their list of considerations.

Of course, two months after the at-
tacks on New York and Washington, the
Bush administration took a markedly
different view of the impact of broad-
casting a tape of bin Laden. This time,
the administration itself released an in-
criminating tape of bin Laden, a syco-
phantic sheik, and other Al Qaeda faith-
ful describing the attacks of September
II with evident self-satisfaction.
Although the administration took its
time deciding whether to release the
tape, it ultimately concluded that the
benefit of disclosure outweighed the
risks. Rightly, the media did not hesitate
to air the video in December 2001.
Writers were free to illustrate Hannah
Arendt's "banality of evil" with pictures
of bin Laden casually calculating the
number of "enemy" casualties as he en-
joyed a meal and adjusted his turban for
the camera.'

To be sure, trust is an essential ingre-
dient in the relationship between gov-
ernment and the media, especially in
times of war. As a general rule, trust is
established by more communication,
not less. It follows therefore that the
leaders of America's top television
news organizations should be free to
communicate with the White House as
candidly as necessary to foster trust be-
tween the executive branch and the
fourth estate. During wartime, there is
precious little room for abuse of that
trust on either side.

Loose Lips Sink Ships
Government officials should be every
bit as circumspect as the media about
what they say during times of war. As
historian Michael Howard has argued
recently, by declaring the United States
"at war" with terrorism, our leaders have
made a "terrible and irrevocable error.""
We have accorded terrorists a status and
dignity that they seek but do not de-
serve. Put otherwise, we have conferred
upon them the legitimacy of wartime
belligerents when they should be regard-
ed as mere criminals whose conduct
gives rise to a state of "emergency."

As a First Amendment matter, there
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may be precious little difference be-
tween war and emergency. Both terms
suggest a tipping of the scales in favor
of executive action and imply the sort of
compelling need that justifies official
secrecy, at least for the duration. But as
Professor Howard implies, there is an
inherent tension between "a serious
campaign against terrorists" and the
public's "right to know":

The qualities needed in a serious campaign
against terrorists-secrecy, intelligence, politi-
cal sagacity, quiet ruthlessness, covert actions
that remain coven, above all infinite pa-
tience-all these are forgotten or overridden
in a media-stoked frenzy for immediate re-
sults, and nagging complaints if they do not
get them."

Nevertheless, Howard concludes by
saying that a protracted war is likely to
be "disastrous." Even more disastrous
would be the war's extension "in a long
march through 'rogue states,' beginning
with Iraq, in order to eradicate terrorism
for good so that the world can live at
peace. No policy is more likely not just
to indefinitely prolong the war but to
ensure that it can never be won."'"

Doubtless President Kennedy's ref-
erence to judicial decisions requiring
First Amendment rights to yield to na-
tional security interests took into ac-
count one important dictum found in
Near v. Minnesota, " the classic case on
prior restraint. The case stands for the
general proposition that prior restraints
on publication (as opposed to subse-
quent punishment of the press for what
it has already written) are presumptively
unconstitutional. But Near is frequently
cited for its hypothesized exception to
the general rule against prior restraints:
"No one would question but that a gov-
ernment might prevent ... the publica-
tion of the sailing dates of transports or
the number and location of troops."'"
Indeed, the law is replete with support
for the proposition that our civil liber-
ties can be curtailed in times of war."

War Poses First Amendment Dangers
There are two aspects of America's war
on terrorism that pose special dangers to
First Amendment rights: (1) its indeter-
minate duration, and (2) its limitless
scope. As President Bush has warned
the American people, this war will not
be quick, and it will not be easy.
Despite the defeat of the Taliban within
ninety days of September 11, the
Pentagon has said that the war is far
from over. According to the president,

the stamina necessary to defeat "the evil
one" and all those who harbor terrorists
will be equal to the country's forty-year
commitment to contain and conquer
communism. As this war is currently
formulated, we run the risk of an habit-
ual state of emergency that can be nei-
ther effective in combating terrorists nor
conducive to civil liberty. Until the ad-
ministration clarifies the duration and
scope of this military or police action,
here and abroad, it is difficult to call on
the press to stop asking another ques-
tion in the exercise of its news judg-
ment, namely, is the government's poli-
cy in the national interest?

If we are now at war against terror-
ism-a war that might continue in per-
petuity, or at least until Al Qaeda and
radical fundamentalism go the way of
the former U.S.S.R.-then it stands to
reason that our government will view it-
self as operating within the bounds of
Near's wartime exceptions whenever it
is politically expedient to do so. The
government will not hesitate to seek in-
junctions against the press or to limit
access to information as it prosecutes a
war on terrorism. On November 4,
2000, then-President Clinton vetoed a
bill that would have made it a crime to
divulge almost any form
of classified information.
One can expect President
Bush to renew the call
for such legislation in the
days ahead. One can also
imagine Attorney
General John Ashcroft
being "quite comfort-
able" subpoenaing jour-
nalists in the course of an
investigation."

pick and choose its First Amendment
battles carefully, for media representa-
tives can ill afford to squander the trust
that both sides require to defeat terror-
ism in our time.

As David Halberstam has observed,
America's appetite for foreign policy
disappeared and the media's commit-
ment to foreign coverage waned during
two decades leading up to September
I1. "As the worst of the confrontations
with the Soviets slipped into the past,"
Halberstam noted, "the American peo-
ple no longer felt threatened or
scared."'" News in the 1990s became es-
sentially isolationist, mirroring the
country's self-absorption. Warnings of
the terrorist threat were ignored. Indeed,
the print and electronic press failed to
cover three reports issued between
September 1999 and January 2001 by
former Senators Gary Hart and Warren
Rudman, co-chairs of the U.S.
Commission on National Security. On
January 31,2001, the final report pre-
dicted the use of weapons of mass de-
struction by terrorists and the deaths of
Americans on American soil, possibly
in large numbers. Yet, as Harold Evans
has recently complained, "the report
passed under the radar.""

[There is] Ineed i o ol rIh froil and
domlestic' I'e'us ill which sex anld

dot.vornl prof"its drove (lie w1s .. .

Need to Retool for Wartime
So long as the Bush administration lim-
its its attempts to the encouragement of
media self-censorship, the cause for
alarm is more theoretical, and certainly
less "legal," than real. Moreover, after
spending the better part of a decade ex-
ploring Bill Clinton's extramarital dal-
liances, the media would be hard
pressed to claim that its experience with
serious sustained wartime coverage is
anything but historic. The need to retool
itself from a domestic focus, in which
sex and dot.com market profits drove
the news, to an industry that sees itself
as part of a national wartime effort is
real. Equally profound is the need to

Given this historic backdrop, mem-
bers of the national security establish-
ment have been heard to ask whether
the media has cultivated a sufficient
sense of self-restraint in recent years to
refrain from publishing information that
might truly jeopardize the national in-
terest. At the same time, respected jour-
nalists are asking whether the media
will dedicate the resources over time to
pursue the story on our present, yet pro-
tracted, international "emergency"
wherever it might lead. The paradox is
profound. Will the press permit itself to
cover the war on terrorism in a manner
that might be viewed as unpatriotic?
Will it cover the foreign policy premis-
es of an ongoing and expanded war ag-
gressively so citizens can make in-
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formed judgments about the wisdom of
their leaders and their policies?

In the immediate aftermath of the
September I I attacks, the country was
willing to wage an ambitious war
against terrorism. In the days that fol-
lowed, we learned that the operation in
Afghanistan was only the first phase. As
former Ambassador L. Paul Bremer III,
chairman of the National Commission
on Terrorism, has suggested, Bush's
war on terrorism requires America to
deprive the terrorists of the "real estate"
from which they conduct their activi-
ties. After Afghanistan. Bremer has sug-
gested possible military operations in
Sudan, Yemen, Libya, Iran, and Iraq, if
diplomatic pressures do not succeed."

Will the press commit the resources
necessary to gather facts about the prem-
ises and consequences of an expanded
war on terrorism'? Will it cover these is-
sues thoughtfully and responsibly-with
wisdom and courage? At the same time,
will the media resist the temptation to
sensationalize the news'? Failure to resist
such temptations, or to understand the
complexities of the engagement, runs the
risk of transforming the media into the
terrorists' most potent weapon. While
television stood tall in the days and
weeks following the attacks of
September II, it also served as a power-
ful instrument of terrorism during those
same dark hours, for it was the media in
all its luminous forms that left the im-
ages of buildings in flames, and air-
planes and office buildings as charnel
houses, seered in our memories. The re-
peated televised images of the collapsing
World Trade Center helped to cripple the
airline industry, stall an already slow
economy, and make the command to re-
sume "business as usual" more challeng-
ing than most Americans could bear.

When Kennedy assumed the reigns
of power in 1961, he spoke not only of
a "twilight struggle" against the forces
of darkness. He also pledged that a new
generation of Americans would be "un-
willing to witness or permit the slow
undoing of those human rights to which
this nation has always been committed,
and to which we are committed today at
home and around the world."

The Price of National Security
As the media endeavors to balance its
First Amendment rights against the in-
terests of national security, there is
nothing shameful about treating nation-

al security seriously and exercising a
measure of self-restraint. The press can
afford to be thoughtful about what it
publishes, painstaking in its care to get
the story right, and prudent in the legal
challenges that it brings during times of
war. At the same time, our leaders must
be careful about their choice of words
and must take pains not to devalue the
national security by habitually invoking
it. Neither government officials nor me-
dia leaders can afford to breach the trust
necessary to bring terrorists to justice
without sacrificing our freedoms in the
process. To be sure, the days of our
leaders intoning "national security"
simply as a means of avoiding embar-
rassment, or as pretext for extralegal ac-
tivities, must be but a distant memory if
this government hopes to preserve the
trust necessary for a democracy to wage
war successfully.

Some have argued that if President
Kennedy had allowed a public airing of
the CIA's intended invasion of Cuba in
early 1961, the Bay of Pigs fiasco could
have been avoided. Had news of the
plan leaked, Kennedy would not have
called it "the worst experience of my
life," nor would he have found himself
asking the question, "How could I have
been so stupid'?"2' And yet, in October
1962, only days before he first ad-
dressed the nation on the Cuban missile
crisis, Kennedy phoned top executives
of the New York Tines, the Washington
Post, and Time magazine and implored
them not to "push" stories on whether
the administration was preparing to in-
vade Cuba. Timtes reporter James
Reston had pieced most of the missile
story together, but Kennedy persuaded
Orville Dryfoos, publisher of the Tites,
"not to publish any of it."2'

In remembering his brother's
Profiles in Courage. Robert Kennedy
quoted Bonar Law as saying that
"It]here is no such thing as inevitable
war. If war comes it will be from failure
of human wisdom."" - That wisdom is as
necessary today as it was in the crisis
years of the Cold War-and as essential
now in the newsrooms of America as it
is in the White House. 0
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